
Perform Better

Our forming shoulders and forming sets can be custom designed to any 
make or model required.

With various gas flushing options available, the Classic is our standard 
product forming set available for all types of applications such as snacks, 
frozen powder and vegetables.

As well as offering a high level of engineering excellence, our Classic 
range of forming shoulders and forming sets present a cost-effective  
all-round solution to support your business critical needs.

All Kenray Formers come with the ability to choose the relevant coating, 
which is right for your product. The right coating can help reduce film 
drag and enables an easier product flow and can even help dampen the 
noise on the lines.

The Classic is designed 
to both meet and surpass 
all of the OEM standard 
requirements.

Accuracy and Reliability
for over 30 years.

KENRAY CLASSIC

The KENRAY Classic Forming Set has 
been improved and developed over 
three decades of continuous design 
and manufacturing process.

 Free from tracking or vertical seal problems

 Solutions available for all types of  
 manufacturing makes and models

 Choice of gas flushing options

 Reduced weight and cost compared to  
 OEM alternatives

 Custom designed to suit all applications

 All hand and seal formations available 

 Cost effective all-round solution
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Total forming solutions

  Forming sets
  Former repairs
  Cutting knives
  Sealing jaws
  Draw-down belts
  Former accessories  

The world’s biggest brands and OEMs choose KENRAY formers  
for better performance and profit.

Shouldn’t you?

KENRAY are recognised as 
the global authority on the 
development and manufacture 
of formers and solutions for the 
packaging industry.

Our key area of expertise is the 
innovative design in forming sets for 
vertical form fill and seal packaging 
machines. Renowned for value 
added service, consistency of 
design, extensive testing procedures 
and accuracy in manufacturing: 
KENRAY are the partners of choice 
for companies around the world 
within the food and pharmaceutical 
packaging sector.

Our forward-thinking engineering 
ensures inter-changeability and 
repeatability. It is this precision 
that continues to endorse 
KENRAY’s position as the Global 
Leader in this market today.


